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This thesis is dedicated, first of all, to the memory of my niece, Esther Hope,
whose family was deeply saddened by the loss we shared in July 1996 when she died
before she was born. I will forever grieve having not gotten to help welcome her among
us in this life and share in her growing and becoming. I will be forever grateful for the
reminder that reflecting on the loss of Esther provides of the profound gifts that I was
granted in my own daughters and my living nieces and nephews.
In addition, this thesis is dedicated to the three fathers who were my co-
researchers. I was granted the profound experience of being a sacred witness to their
narratives of losing their unborn children and discovering how valuable and fragile life is,
how precious their relationships are, and how their experiences of living loss have
influenced the choices they make in their everyday lives.
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ABSTRACT
FATHERS' LIVED EXPERIENCES OF PE,RINATAL LOSS:
A HERMENEUTIC STUDY
Hermeneutic Interpretive Research of the Experience of Perinatal Loss for Fathers
LeAnn R. Nelson
April 2'7 ,2000
Despite a growing body of perinatal loss research since 1970, the lived
experiences of fathers bereaved by perinatal death are vitually unexamined. This
interpretive study presents shared meanings and common themes uncovered, using
hermeneutic research methodology, in the transcribed texts of in-depth interviews with
three bereaved fathers. The fathers' narratives revealed how they lived with two abiding
philosophical questions--"Why us?" and "What if?"--during and for a long time after the
actual loss experience. Fathers' cultural understanding of life and death as a natural
progression was undermined by their loss experience, leaving thern with an
understanding of the tentativeness of life that engendered a sense of the preciousness of
life and relationships. It is recommended that social workers recognize and affirm the
uniqueness of fathers' grief experiences to depathologize fathers'responses, facilitate
their reconstruction of meaning and reorganization of values, and promote more helpful
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This chapter introduces the reader to the problem of the lived experience of
fathers bereaved by the death of their child before or soon after the child is born. The
background of the problem of the experience of perinatal loss for bereaved fathers will be
explored. The problem will be stated and the purpose and significance of this research
study will be established. The context of the researcher's interest in the problem will be
located historically, biologically and socially in order to make as transparent as possible
the lens through which this study is viewed.
Background of the Problem
According to U.S. Department of Health and Human Services figures published in
Hoyert's (1995) report, the perinatal mortality rate since 1980 has been as high as 17.5
per thousand live births in one year. According to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (2000), there were 7.2 deaths per thousand live births in 1997. Madden
(1994) reported that as many as twenty percent of recognized pregnancies result in
miscarriages.
The emotional impact of perinatal loss on parents has only been acknowledged in
the last thirty years (Janssen, Cuisinier & Hoogduin, 1996; Leon 1992). During that time,
awareness of the profound grief that can follow perinatal loss has gradually increased.
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The nature of parental grief for perinatal loss is now recognized as a unique phenomenon
by researchers.
The scope of perinatal loss has been enlarged by advances in the medical
technology related to reproduction. Due to the window into the womb provided by the
increased sensitivity of pregnancy tests, transvaginal ultrasound and fertility management
(Schaper, Hellwig, Murphy & Gensch, 1996), pregnancy is recognized and
acknowledged earlier. Neonatal death is often predicted before birth by prenatal
diagnosis, meaning that it is now possible for parents' loss experiences to begin before a
pregnancy ends (Pearson,1997; Sandelowski & Jones,1996). As a result, an increasing
number of parents are experiencing perinatal loss or will experience it in the future.
The ongoing reinvention of the social construction of fatherhood has stimulated
evolution in the expected nature and degree of fathers' involvements with their children
(Tiedje & Darling-Fisher, 1996). This change profoundly affects fathers'experiences of
perinatal loss. The range of acceptable male responses to grief prescribed by l.{orth
American culture, however, has not kept pace with changing societal expectations.
Therefore, fathers, in order to reduce their risk of being labeled unmasculine, have most
often kept their grief hidden from public scrutiny (Kirkley Best & VanDevere, 1986).
For that reason, and because bereaved fathers do not have the same time and opportunity
as mothers to develop tactile/biological attachment to their unborn children, fathers'
perinatal loss experiences are not precisely like those of their partners.
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Statement of the Problem
Perinatal loss researchers have determined in the last five years that fathers and
mothers, despite sharing the same loss event, have different loss experiences (Lang,
Gottlieb & Ansel, 1996; Mahan & Calica,1997l' Wallerstedt & Higgins, 1996). In
searching the literature, however, this author found no studies of fathers' experiences of
loss in the deaths of their unborn children or interpretation of the meanings of those
experiences. This research study addressed the question of what it means for a father to
have lost his unborn child. The goal of this study was to portray the lived experiences of
fathers bereaved by perinatal loss and to reach some understanding of the meaning of that
loss for fathers,
Pumose and Sisnificance of the Research Study
In this study the researcher strived to understand what the experiences of fathers'
perinatal loss as lived. The researcher identified and described common themes and
shared meanings from the unique perspective of fathers' linguistic representations of their
experiences of perinatal loss as viewed through the acknowledged lens of the researcher's
historical, biological and social location. Hans-Georg Gadamer (1975), who developed
the hermeneutic method for interpretive research, described the process of hermeneutic
understanding as the "fusion of horizons" (p. 269). That is, understanding is a fluid
process in which our range of vision, or "horizon," is under constant construction, lives
with us, and is continuously "mov[ing] with us as we encounter the world" over time.
We cannot see beyond the horizons of the present; "however, through engagement and
dialogue the horizons of the present can be transcended" to bnng into focus further
)
horizons (Macleod, 1996, p. 1a9). According to Macleod (1996), "being in a situation,
we act from the past, in the ongoing present, but always projected towards the
possibilities of the future" (p. 140).
This researcher searched for a richer understanding of the shared meanings and
common themes that lie within the simple and the overlooked in the experiences that
human beings live. "The event that comes to language in the hermeneutical experience is
something new that emerges, something that did not exist before" (Palmer, 1969,p.209).
The understanding thus uncovered allowed the researcher and the readers of this study to
enrich their thinking about the stated problem. The goal of this research study was to
describe lived experience in order to increase understanding of the meaning of this
phenomenon rather than to propose theoretical knowledge or derive universal principles.
The Research Question
The research question was "What does it mean to be a father bereaved by
perinatal loss?" The first question that was asked of each participant was "Tell me about
your child's birth. What comes to mind for you?" The researcher employed a list of
prompts to use dunng the interviews in order to gather more details. That list included:
"Tell me more about that." "'What stands out for you?" "For instance?" "Tell me more
about what that was like." "What did it mean to you?" "Can you clarify that?" "The
follow-up questions that were asked if the natural course of the interview did not include
responses to them were: "Tell me what it was like for you when you first knew that your
baby was not going to live." "'Was there ever a time when you remember feeling that you
were going to be O.K.?" "How are you the same or different after this experience?"
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The Researcher's Location
As stated earlier in this chapter, this qualitative research study will utilize a
research methodology called hermeneutics. Hermeneutics is an ancient discipline. From
its beginning usage for interpreting theological and legal texts, it has denoted the science
of interpretation. The hermeneutic interpretive approach for research is based in the work
of the German philosopher, Martin Heidegger. Heidegger (192711962) asked what kinds
of beings we are as human beings and how we know what we know. Heidegger's
philosophy posited that because human beings live in common worlds, we share
meanings, common experiences and common practices. Heidegger asserted that we are
interpreting beings (Palmer, 1969). As such, the lens of our past experiences and
understandings through which we interpret plays an important role in our interpretations.
Gadamer, Heidegger's pupil, extended Heidegger's philosophy by embracing the
historicity of the reader of the text (researcher-interpreter), as well as that of the producer
of the text (participant), and defined interpretation as an interaction between a historically
produced text, i.e., the text of the participant's linguistic history of experiencing a given
phenomenon, and a historically produced reader, i.e., the researcher-interpreter (Allen,
1995). It is therefore important that the readers of this study know where the researcher-
interpreter was located historically, biologically and socially relative to the culture of
fathers bereaved by perinatal loss.
This research study was undertaken by a white, middle-class female who is the
mother of two adult daughters. Growing up in the home of a small-town minister
provided me opportunities to observe and become comfortable socially and emotionally
with the dying and the bereaved. It did not prepare me, however, for the experience of
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becoming the aunt of a child who died before she was born in the family of my youngest
brother and his wife while they lived in Africa. According to the stories my brother and
his wife have shared about living the experience of losing their daughter Esther, the
underlying pain that goes with being physically separated from extended family for them
was brought to the foreground and became particularly acute dunng their loss experience.
Not being present physically to support them in their loss experience highlighted
dramatically the painfulness of our separation, as lived in my world on the other side of
the Atlantic Ocean.
That experience sets the stage for the research study that I conducted for this
paper. From the literature that I had read previously and from the fathers bereaved by
perinatal loss that I had observed, it appeared that the experience of being a father
bereaved by perinatal loss in l.{orth American society might not be unlike my brother's
experience of bereavement in the absence of an adequate social support network in
Africa. This research study was undertaken in hopes that those who read this
interpretation of the stories told by the three fathers who participated in this project would
gain deeper understanding of the simple and overlooked shared meanings and common
themes in the lived experience of being a father bereaved by perinatal loss.
Summarli
This chapter reviewed the background of perinatal loss, the researcher's interest in
the lived experience of fathers bereaved by perinatal loss, the purpose and significance of
this research study, the research question and a list of prompts, and the researcher's
background. In Chapter 2, the literature pertinent to the phenomenon of perinatal loss
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will be reviewed. In Chapter 3, the conceptual framework within which this reseach
study was conducted will be presented. In Chapter 4, the methodology utilized will be
explored and explained. In Chapter 5, the findings of this study will be discussed. In
Chapter 6, the strengths and limitation of this study, as well as implications for social





This chapter presents the reader with a background for understanding the
phenomenon of perinatal loss and of the nature of parents' responses to their experience.
Attachment, loss, grief andbereavement, terms commonly used in the literature regarding
perinatal loss, are defined and followed by a discussion of the rapidly evolving definition
of perinatal loss. The historical perspective illuminates the roots of institutional denial of
dying and death in Western society and its influence on the experiences of parents
bereaved by perinatal loss. The influences of gender and socialization on the nature of
fatherhood, on fathers' grief responses for perinatal loss, on fathers' prenatal attachment,
and on the development of therapeutic bereavement interventions are reviewed.
Definitions of Terms
In order to understand the phenomenon of loss experienced by parents bereaved
by perinatal death, it is important to define terms commonly used in the literature and in
the professional discourse regarding perinatal loss for the reader of this review.
AttaQhment and Loss
Each human being develops a web of important connections in his/her quest for
relatedness to his/ner social and physical environments. These connections can be with
their jobs, their homes, their pets, their families, their dreams. Bowlby (1969) was the
first researcher to use the term attachment to identify the connectedness between children
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and parents and to develop a framework for neonatal attachment. Much subsequent
research has been conducted regarding the timing, nature and degree of attachment that
parents develop during pregnancy (Cecil, 1996; Cranley, 1981; Peppers & Knapp, 1980;
Robinson, Baker & Nackerud, 1999; Stainton, 1990).
Where there is attachment, there will eventually be loss, according to Irnhardt
(1997). That is to say, attachment is necessary in order to experience loss. Loss is a
natural part of existence and occurs whenever a connection or relationship is disrupted.
The loss experience of one individual is not the same as another's, even though
two people may share the same loss. Therefore, because a mother and father are likely to
attach to their unborn child differently and thus have each possessed a unique relationship
with that child, they are likely to experience their losses differently (Cordell & Thomas,
1997; Covington & Theut, 1993; Cranley, 1981;Riches and Dawson,1996; Robinson et
al., 1999).
Arnold and Gemma (199a) described the experience of the death of an adult as
the loss of the past with memories that can be drawn upon for consolation. The death of
an unborn child, on the other hand, represents the loss of a future, of parents' dreams,
hopes and wishes. Arnold and Gemma reported that parents typically attribute
significance and meaning at least as high, and often higher, to their experience of losing
their unborn child as compared with their loss of a significant adult.
However, according to studies by Malacrida (1997) and Rajan (1994), parents are
most often alone in their strong attachment to their lost child. Because the wider society
has no social connection with the lost child, parents' grief for the death of their unborn
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child often occurs in a social vacuum, unsupported and unacknowledged by others for
whom the loss has little or no meaning.
Grief
Grief is the human reaction to loss. Grieving is typically perceived as
experiencing sorrow, anger, guilt and/or confusion after disruption of a valued connection
or relationship. Copp (1994) described the emotionality of grief as the "pain of inner
growth" from which one never returns to the pre-loss reality (p. 236).
In keeping with the perspective of grief as a growth process, Silverrnan (1994)
characterized the grief experience "as a critical period of transition" (p.2a7). Klass
(1991) elaborated on the transitional nature of grief by describing it as the "processes by
which persons move from equilibria in their inner and social worlds before a death to a
new equilibria in their inner and social worlds following bereavement" (p. 149).
Kowalski (1987) suggested that grief for the loss of one's child might not be a
burden from which all parents are anxious to free themselves. It may instead be
experienced as a bittersweet pleasure accompanied by sadness and longing that some
parents have no desire to relinquish. The continuing grief process may be a way of
preserving and maintaining connection with the meaning of their child's existence.
Bereavement
Bereavement is a state involving loss that occurs on both psychological and
sociological levels. Bereavement for perinatal loss is the adaptive resocialization process
that parents experience in the journey toward finding meaning in their experiences of
their child and their losses of both a fantasized child and a real child. Parents'
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bereavement also includes the process of adaptation to their loss of identity as their
child's mother or father (Werner & Monsour, 1997).
The Evolving Definition of Perinatal Loss
The definition of perinatal loss is evolving rapidly due to advances in medical
technology that expand the amount and the nature of knowledge available regarding the
intrauterine status of a pregnancy. In 1990, for example, Theut, Zaslow, Rabinovich,
Bartko and Monsha (1990) separated perinatal loss into early loss, i.e., miscarriage, and
Iate loss, i.e., stillbirth or neonatal death.
By 1995, Thomas and Striegel (1994-95) furlher refined the definition of perinatal
loss by defining early loss as spontaneous abortions occurring within twenty weeks of
gestation. Late loss was defined as stillbirths that occurred after twenty weeks of
gestation. They did not include neonatal death in their consideration of perinatal loss.
Mahan and Calica (1997) distinguished further between types of perinatal loss for
the purpose of discussing the differences in support services needed by families. Their
definition of the types of perinatal losses included miscarriage, intrauterine fetal deaths,
stillbirths and neonatal deaths. They also included three types of abortions, which they
termed missed, therapeutic, and elective.
Missed abortions are those in which the fetus has died but has not yet been
miscarried. These fetal deaths are frequently discovered by ultrasound testing and went
unrecognized before early ultrasound use became routine medical practice (Mahan &
Calica, 1997)
Therapeutic abortions, as defined by Mahan and Calica (L997), are called




L997; Kolker & Burke, 1993; Leon, 1992). When fetal abnormalities are diagnosed by
either amniocentesis between the fourteenth and eighteenth gestational weeks or
chorionic villus sampling (CVS) between the ninth and twelfth weeks, parents are faced
with a choice between terminating the pregnancy and giving birth to an affected child
(Kolker & Burke, 1993).
Elective abortions are those chosen by parents who cannot or choose not to
continue a pregnancy for reasons other than medical diagnoses. Leon (1992) descnbed
elective abortion as being distinguished by different reactions from other perinatal losses
due to the lesser degree of parental investment in the child. For that reason, elective
abortions will not be included in this study of perinatal loss.
For the purposes of this study, the definition of perinatal loss, like the Thomas and
Striegel (1995) study, will include only those losses occurring during pregnancy, i.e.,
missed abortion, miscarriage, intrauterine fetal death, termination due to fetal diagnosis,
and stillbirth.
Historical Perspective
During the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries, Americans, like people
in other Western nations, perceived continuity between life and death. Rooted in Judeo-
Christian heritage, the mortality of the human being held center stage in the life of
Western culture (Pattison, 1977). Life was seen as preparation for death. Life and death
were viewed as integral parts of the human experience. The reality of death was
recognized and accepted. Mortality rates were high. Epidemics were common. Few
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families did not experience the deaths of mothers and babies during pregnancy and
childbirth (Feifel ,1977; Martocchio, 1982; Riches & Dawson, 1996).
In rural communities of the United States, deaths were experienced directly and
the sight of death was common prior to World War II. The life cycle was played out for
all to see, in nature, in agriculture and in the family. Birth, growth, health, sickness and
death were viewed as natural parts of the human experience. Death was a sad and usually
unwelcome event but it was not separate from life (Beresford, 1993; Martocchio, 1982
Riches & Dawson, 1996; Stoddard, 1978).
The Industrial Revolution fostered a growing belief that whether the frontier be
knowledge, freedom or possessions, it could be conquered. People began to believe that
it was just a matter of time before all obstacles to progress could be overcome. Death
became viewed as an enemy to be conquered, unacceptable and unmentionable in the
heady climate of industrial and economic expansion and progress (Martocchio, 1982;
Mor, Greer & Kastenbaum, 1988; Riches & Dawson, 1996).
Following World War II, the nature of communities changed. Growing mobility
isolated many Americans from their families of origin. People no longer witnessed the
whole cycle of life. Very few witnessed either the birth of a baby or the death of another
human being. Personal dramas of death and loss, once played out in the bosom of the
family, became segregated to the end of the corridor in a sterile hospital setting. By 1949
fifty percent of all recorded deaths occurred in hospitals and institutions as compared
with L931 , the first year for which data is available, when only 3lVo died in such places
(Mafiocchio, 1982; Munley, 1983).
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Furthermore, medical science eradicated many diseases, making death largely a
phenomenon of the elderly. Children rarely succumbed to the diseases that once made
survival of childhood a notable event. Death of an unborn or newborn child became
viewed as a threat to what Riches & Dawson (1996) termed the "fragile cocoon" that
post-Industrial Americans had woven around their lives, a threat to the illusion of
perrnanence needed in order to sustain the pursuit of progress (p. 3). The avera9e
American experienced death in hislher family only once in every twenty years (Mor et
al., 1988).
To prevent the spectre of failure from contaminating the picture of success and
achievement that North American society had come to value, a growing broad cultural
pattern of secrecy around the topic of death, supported by stable patterned behaviors and
relationships with rules, sanctions and rewards emerged. This pattern was termed
institutional denialby Mor, Greer & Kastenbaum (1988, p.4).
Modern medicine became the servant of institutional denial, devoting itself to the
preservation of life at all costs. The physician became the problem solver whose task was
to ferret out the causes and remedies of disease. Death came to represent the physician's
failure to win the battle with disease in a time when it was believed that, with enough
hard work, any obstacle could be overcome, even death (Mor et al, 1988; Riches &
Dawson, 1996). Therefore, medical achievements and successes were lauded; "failures"
were ignored.
Societal silence around the topic of death informed hospital practice until about
1970. Kubler-Ross's (1969) book and her charismatic leadership launched a movement
to reintroduce an awareness of death. It appeared for a short while that Western society
l4
had accepted death. While some of the ensuing discussions were thoughtful and
substantive, others were sensationalist and interested only in the shock value of death
talk. What, in fact, had occurred was a superficial receptivity that belied the persistent
resistance underneath (Mor et al., 1988; Stoddard, 1978).
The longterm outgrowth of the death-awareness movement was the planting of
the grassroots hospice movement in Britain, Canada and the United States, which
reintroduced to polite conversation and thoughtful discourse the topics of death, grief,
Ioss and bereavement (Pattison, 1977). Medical and educational institutions and the
media began to acknowledge after their long silence that death was an inevitable part of
life (Mor et al., 1988). At about the same time, results of the earliest studies in the United
States of the psychological impact of perinatal loss on mothers were published in the
professional literature (Kennell, Slyter, & Klaus,lg70; Wolff, Nielson, & Schiller, 1970).
Awareness increased that perinatal loss had traditionally been treated by Western
societies as a non-event. The loss in perinatal death was not the loss of an individual to
the community of living others who shared a common history and, hence, the loss
experience, at least in part, with grieving parents. The fetus was typically not viewed as a
person by the wider society. Perinatal death, therefore, was not necessarily considered an
important loss. Hence, parents' grief was not socially recognized. The discrepancy,
therefore, between parents'inner experience and their social reality often created a sense
for them of dissociation from the real world (Archer, L999; Braun & Berg, 1994; Cecil,
1996; Cordell & Thomas, 1997; DeFrain, J., 1991; de Montigny,Beaudet & Dumas,
1999; Harr & Thistlethwaite, 1990; Hughes & Page-Lieberman, 1989; Leon, 1992;
Mahan & Calica,1997; Malacrida, 1997).
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According to Malacrida (1997), all too often bereaved parents are visited in the
hospital by a social worker, who gives them a business card and requests that they call if
they have problems. Parents rarely do, although almost half the study participants
eventually did seek counseling later for seemingly unrelated problems, such as marital
stress, and acknowledged that their perinatal loss experience had precipitated emotional
and psychological shifts in other areas of their lives. The discrepancy between their
profound experience of loss and the nature of the recognition it received both
institutionally and socially left them at odds with their social milieu. Reticence by
medical and mental health professionals to contact and follow up more aggressively with
parents stemmed from their desire not to force therapy on parents.
Walther (1990) termed this phenomenon medical protectionism and stated that it
is based in the assumption that parents don't want to talk about it. Parents, on the other
hand, interpreted professionals'tentativeness and nonintervention to mean "Take care of
yourself, but do it quietly" (p. 147), reinforcing the cultural silence they experienced in
their social support networks (Malacrida, 1999).
Gender and Grief
Research on the impact of perinatal death has focused primarily on the impact of
perinatal loss on mothers and on strategies for meeting their needs (Brown, L993;
Farnsworth & Allen, 1996; Hunfeld, Wladimiroff, Passchier, Venema-van Uden, Frets &
Verhage,1993; Hunfeld et al., 1997;' Leon, 1992; Radestad, Steineck, Nordin & Sjogren,
1996; Robinson et al., 1999; Theut, Moss, Zaslow, Rabinovich, Levin & Bartko, L992).
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Mothers' responses have typically served as a baseline for assessment of the intensity and
appropriateness of fathers' responses.
Several recent studies compared parents'responses to perinatal loss and verified
that parents' gender differences influence their responses to the loss of their child (Cordell
& Thomas, L997; DeFrain, Martens, Stork & Stork, 1990; Gottlieb, Lang & Amsel, Igg6;
Kavanaugh, 1997 Lang, Gottlieb & Amsel, 1996; Lister, l99L; Schwab,1996; Theut et
al., 1990; Zeanah, Danis, Hirshberg & Dietz, 1995). In samples of men and women
studied separately rather than in comparison with each other (i.e., Vance, Najman,
Thearle, Embelton, Foster & Boyle, 1995;Zeanah et al., 1995), findings indicate that
men and women not only respond differently but also experience their grief for perinatal
loss differently.
Thomas and Striegel (1994-95) suggested that mothers and fathers bereaved by
perinatal loss are, in fact, grieving for different losses. According to the study, mothers
grieve for their babies, while fathers grieve for their partners. Thomas and Striegel
(1994-95) stated that fathers often grieve for their partners by trying to keep it all together
in the face of the disequilibrium occurring in the family due to individual members'
differing responses to their family's loss.
The predominant models for grief and bereavement therapeutic intervention were
developed in the context of female grief responses (Carverhill, 1997). Lang et al. (1996)
found that research has focused on women's reactions to grief and has assumed that men
ought to express their grief in similar ways.
According to Doka andMartin (1994), it is inappropnate to assess male grief
according to norms that promote verbal and emotional expressiveness of grief and that
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are essentially taken from female culture (cited in Carverhill, 1997). When male grief is
viewed through a framework designed to assess for expressiveness, men's grief does not
fit well and, therefore, it has often been determined that men are not grieving well.
Socialization As It Influences Grievine
As a result of the differing rights and obligations associated with their socialized
role expectations, men and women are influenced to develop different grieving patterns
(Doka, 1999; Hughes & Page-Lieberman, 1989). Lister (1991) reported that the
experience and expression of grief by men in Western cultures might not always be
apparent. Men in our society are socialized to conform to a constricted range of
permissible grief responses and are allowed a limited range of settings in which their
grief may be openly acknowledged (Carverhill, 1997).
According to Carverhill (1997), grief experiences for men within the dominant
North American culture are shaped by the norms to which they were socialized, namely:
(1) Feelings, emotions and vulnerabilities in themselves or other men are
indications of femininity and are to be avoided.
(2) The exercise of control, power and dominance defines masculinity.
(3) Affection is best (and perhaps, only) expressed through sexual behavior.
(4) Men's primary source of identity and status comes from work; therefore,
work must be pursued at the expense of relationships and personal health.
(5) Men who seek support or help from others are weak, vulnerable and
incompetent.
These cultural norrns, applied to the state of bereavement, prescribe that men be
strong in the face of loss. Men's degree of strength is judged according to behavioral
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standards for stoicism, public composure and muted emotionality (Lister, 1991). This
standard imposes strict limitations on acceptable grief responses for bereaved fathers.
Instrumental and tive Grief Responses
Assessing grieving patterns according to the dichotomous categories of male and
female assigns grief responses by gender, when in fact either gender can exhibit grief
responses that Doka (1999) terms instrumental (action) and intuitive (relating) or any
combination of the two.
Doka (1999) has termed people whose socialized (or preferred) response to loss is
instrumental behavior instrumental grievers. Instrumental grievers experience their grief
more cognitively and physically than emotionally and often do something as a means for
obtaining relief. Men in our culture often tend toward instrumental grieving. In contrast,
many women are intuitive grievers and are likely to experience grief as waves of different
feelings. Intuitive grievers often seek relief by expressing or ventilating feelings
associated with their loss in interaction with others (Lister, l99l). Thinking of grief
patterns as occurring along a continuum with instrumental and intuitive at either end
gives a clearer picture of the range of grief responses that human beings of either gender
may experience in the loss of a significant other to whom they are attached.
Golden (1997) suggests that while many men tend toward instrumental grieving
(action) as a primary path toward healing in Western society, intuitive grieving (relating)
may serve as a secondary route to healing. Attempting to understand instrumental
grieving can, therefore, be framed as an effort to consider the unique aspects of male
culture as it influences grief responses (Carverhill, 1997) rather than as further
reinforcing traditional male gender roles.
l9
Perinatal Loss and Fatherhood
Due to the influence of post-Industrial institutional denial of death, most fathers
who experience perinatal loss today are likely to have had little or no specific role
modeling or guidance for response to this stressor and, therefore, fall back on general
societal role expectations. Gilbert and Smart (1992) state that, as a result, fathers often
fall into a traditional pattern of "low expressiveness and high protectiveness" (p. 87).
Fathers who participated in the Kavanaugh study (1997) attributed the nature of
their grief responses to societal expectations for men to be self-sufficient,
noncorlmunicative and inexpressive of emotion. Furtherrnore, fathers cited societal
expectations related to typical male roles of protector, provider, problem solver, and
controller as interfe.irg with their responses to their loss. In addition, the short amount
of time, historically speaking, that men have participated in the childbearing experience
and the consequent lack of tradition failed to inform their responses to their losses
(Gilbem & Smart,1992; Kavanaugh, 199'7; Lang, Gottlieb & Amsel, 1996).
Lasker and Toedter (1991) identified fathers and parents experiencing early
perinatal loss as least likely to receive support or understanding from both informal and
formal social supports. Fathers in the Zeanah et al. (1995) study reported that, in contrast
to the amount of social support that was afforded to their wives or partners, little support
was made available to them. Fathers who participated in the Gilbert and Smart (1992)
research attributed their inadequate support, especially support from other men, to the
socialization of their gender.
Several studies (Cordell & Thomas, 1997; DeFrain, 1991; Kavanaugh, lgg7;
Wallerstedt & Higgins, 1996) discussed fathers as protector-managers in charge of the
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instrumental tasks surrounding the death event and the emotional responses of their
family members. North American society, including health care providers, assigns
fathers to the stereotypical roles of caretaker and source of strength as well as
breadwinner whose chief responsibility is to keep going to work out of economic
necessity for the family. According to Jordan (1990), this responsibility complicates
fathers' grief. Fathers must somehow find a way to both grieve in a healthy manner and
keep going on with life at the same time.
Perinatal Attachment and Fathers
Research conducted by Hughes & Page Lieberman (1989) was the first to explore
the "totality of the bereavement of fathers who experienced a perinatal loss" (p. 5a0)
without comparing their experiences either quantitatively or qualitatively with the
experiences of mothers. According to the self-report of fathers in the Hughes & Page-
Lieberman (1989) qualitative study regarding their bereavement experiences following
the perinatal death of their child, fathers described themselves as attached but not as
attached as their wives to their child.
Fathers who participated in other studies (Gilbert & Smart,1992; Leon, L992b)
also described themselves as attached to their unborn child but not as attached as their
partners were. Theut, Zaslow, Rabinovick, Bartko and Morisha (1990), for example,
acknowledged that attachment to the lost child occurs regardless whether a parent
experiences early or late loss but found that the degree and intensity of attachment for
both parents was related to the duration of the pregnancy.
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The view of the fetus within the womb often serves as the first confirmation of the
reality of the developing child for fathers (Jordan, 1990). The now frequent use of
routine ultrasound has initiated earlier attachment by fathers than was reported in earlier
studies due to the opportunity for fathers to bond visually with their unborn child
(Robinson, Baker & Nackerud, 1999), although all parents experience a sense of
unreality related to the actual child within the mother (Stainton, 1990).
Fathers in Jordan's (1990) study pointed to feeling their baby's first movement
within their mates as promoting the reality of the child and facilitating further growth of
their attachment with their unborn child, sometimes even initiating "interacting and
'playing games' with the child" (p. 14). Interpretations of their child's intrauterine
movement ranged from wanting attention to initiating play among participants in
Stainton's (1990) grounded theory study of parents' sense of their unborn infant in the
third trimester. For both fathers and mothers, it was an indication of the child's presence.
Fathers, due to their limited sensory access to their unborn infant, tended to talk about
their child in more objective terms, i.e., the position of the head or a foot, while mothers
used subjective language, i.e., "she doesn't like the vacuum cleaner," to descnbe their
embodied experience of feeling the child's presence (p. 94).
The intensity of fathers' grief responses in a study conducted by Zeanah, Danis,
Hirshberg and Dietz (1995) exceeded that of mothers in 22Vo of their sample, suggesting
that in about one-quafier of couples the attachment of fathers to their unborn child is as
strong or stronger than mothers'. It should be noted, however, that this study reported
results obtained two months afterthe death. Hughes & Page-Lieberman (1989) found
that fathers' intense grief lasted for about two months as compared to approximately one
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year for mothers. Hughes & Page Lieberman (1989) related the differences in intensity
and duration of grief reactions to differences between mothers and fathers in the nature,
the degree and the persistence of prenatal attachment.
Gap in the Literature
Literature from the disciplines of social work, nursing, medicine, anthropology,
psychology, psychiatry, philosophy and education were examined in preparation for this
review. This researcher found a dearth of literature regarding fathers' lived experiences
of perinatal loss and interpretation of their stories of loss in search of common themes
and shared meanings. This hermeneutic interpretive study was undertaken by this
researcher to explore the meanings and themes of perinatal loss for men for whom the
experience has become part of life.
Summary
In this chapter, terms specific to the loss experience that are common in the
literature wsre defined. The historical roots of Western society's perspective on death,
grief and perinatal loss were examined. It was followed by a brief review of the literature
regarding: 1) gender differences in grieving for perinatal loss; 2) men's grieving; 3) grief
responses of bereaved fathers to the perinatal death of their child; 4) fathers' loss
experiences in light of societal role expectations; and, 5) prenatal attachment of fathers to
their unborn child. In the next chapter, the conceptual framework presents the prevailing





The conceptual framework, including an exploration of two general grief models and
discussion of role and attachment theories, will be outlined in this chapter. Rationale for
applying the selected model and theories to study the lived experiences of fathers
bereaved by perinatal loss will be explained.
Grief Resolution Models
Stase/Phase Models
Early psychological models of grief characterized the grief process as an
intrapersonal, essentially linear, time-limited progression through several steps that
followed a predictable pattern. Freud (L9I711957) argued that grieving is a two-step
process that moves through decathexis, the gradual process of detachment of emotional
ties from the deceased, to a state of resolution which is signaled by a renewed ability and
interest in reinvesting in other relationships.
Lindemann (1944) identified three phases of grieving: (1) acceptance of the
painful emotions; (2) active review of experiences and events shared with the deceased;
(3) development of new relationships that can replace some the functions that the
deceased fulfilled. Lindemann hypothesized that the grief process would require six to
ten weeks and would result in resolution of grief when completed.
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Kubler-Ross (1969) outlined five stages of grieving -- denial, anger, bargaining,
depression and acceptance. Kubler-Ross suggested that both the dying and the bereaved
move through these five stages as they adjust to the reality of death and loss. The
stages/phases models assume that the individual grief process follows a predictable
course that begins with a period of disorganization, was followed by u time of emotional
extremes and cognitive dissonance, and ended with resolution of the loss.
The stage model with minor variations was applied to early studies of the grief
responses of parents who experienced perinatal loss (Miles & Huberman, 1984; Peppers
& Knapp, 1980). It soon became apparent, however, that there were two critical
problems with the stage/phase model for explaining their grief: 1) grief for perinatal loss
has no fixed starting point; and, 2) gnef for perinatal loss has no fixed ending point.
Parental grief for perinatal loss, in particular, belied the stages/phases model.
Process Model
The sociological model of process grieving does not replace but rather expands on
and enriches earlier understanding of the grief experience gained through hypothesization
of grief as a series of stages/phases. The process model of grief views grieving as a
circular sociological process that results in the evolution of a different experience of the
deceased in the inner world of the bereaved.
Parkes (L972) stated that the central task of bereavement is to either fit the loss
into the belief structure within which an individual operates daily life or to adapt the
belief structure so that the loss can be accepted as reality. Typically, the assumptions
around which a person's belief system about the world is organized are shattered by the
extreme disorganization that follows a loss.
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Mams (1982) simplified understanding of the process model by describing grief
as the sense of devastation that comes from the loss of meaning that was dependent on
the significant relationship that has been lost. Marris (1982) defined bereavement as the
process of reconstructing the belief structure in order to make sense of the loss. The grief
process, then, becomes a reconstruction of meaning.
Braun & Berg's (1994) grounded theory analysis of the experience of ten mothers
who experienced parental bereavement sought to generate an explanation of the
phenomenon of meaning reconstruction after a child's death. Each bereaved parent in the
study reinterpreted the meaning structures they had held prior to their loss in order to give
meaning to their child's death by moving in circular fashion through disorientation to an
adjusted view of their child back through disorientation and so on repeatedly. The
process produced gradual metamorphosis but never reached a stage of grief resolution.
Horacek (1995) elaborated on the absence of grief resolution by explaining that
"there can be adjustment to loss without a complete ending to the process or a complete
withdrawal of attachment to the deceased" (p. 24). For many people, particularly those
who experience high-grief losses like the loss of a child, the grief process continues for a
lifetime.
Attachment Theorv
Bowlby's (1969) work, which was grounded in classical psychoanalytic theory
(Payne, 1997; Goldstein, 1996), found that attachment to a caregiver was critical for the
motor, mental and affective development of an infant. Barnett, L,eiderman, Grobstein and
Klein (1970) suggested, in turn, that attachment failure could result in pathology for the
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mother as well as the infant. This laid the foundation for the subsequent research by
Klaus and Kennell (1976) that defined maternal-infant attachment as a complex
interacti onal process.
Early studies concentrated on the attachment of mothers with their neonates
(Bowlby,1969; Klaus & Kennell, 1976). In a study considered a classic in perinatal loss
research, Peppers and Knapp (1980) extended the discussion beyond mothers'attachment
to neonates to include the prenatal period and reported, for the first time in the literature,
that the "reaction to loss appears to be as great in the case of an early miscarriage or
stillbifih as it is in the loss of a neonate" (p. 157). Peppers and Knapp (1980) were also
the first to question the popular assumption that the quality of a relationship, which
reflects the degree of attachment, is associated with the length of time invested in it.
Role Theory
According to role theory (Payne, 1997), men and women in most cultures learn
different socially structured behavior patterns in the context of their ascribed positions as
males or females (DeFrain, 1991; Lister, 1991). Davis (1996) defined ascribed positions
as "dependent on accidents of birth, social experience, or maturity" (p. 583) and
independent of the person's individual qualities. Davis (1996) states that ascnbed
positions have priority over achieved positions, which must be sustained through effort or
skill. The characteristics of ascribed positions are present at birth and, therefore,
influence the nature of a person's socialization.
According to Daly (1993), fathers are caught between a set of cultural norrns
which are grounded in the previous generation and a set of current expectations that
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demand more commitment to and more active engagement with their children. Rothman
(1982) has suggested that many of the new roles for fathers in North American culture
may be symbolized by the emerging rituals associated with becoming a father, such as
actively engaging in preparation for the birth, helping his mate do prenatal exercises,
learning breathing techniques, etc.
According to Worth (1997), however, fathers in our culture do not achieve full
father status until the time of their child's birth. The father whose child dies before or just
after birth, then, is struggling for recognition of his role as a father because the markers
used by society to identify that role are missing. Fathers who experience a perinatal
death struggle with what Davis (1996) terms social identity and defines as the "sense of
ourselves that we derive from the positions we occupy and the adequacy with which we
and others judge our role performance" (p. 585).
The roles that fathers are often expected to fill in the family can impede their
grieving process. These include: (1) being strong, always controlling his emotions; (2)
being a competitor, a winner, the best; (3) being protector of family and possessions; (4)
being the family provider; (5) being the problem solver -- fixing it or finding someone
who can; (6) being the controller -- of actions and the environment; (7) being self-
sufficient -- not needing help. When a father loses his child, it often appears to him that
he has failed to live up to any of the expectations that have shaped his behaviors and
responses in other life circumstances. It is no wonder, then, that the hallmark of fathers'
experiences of perinatal bereavement appears to be guilt (Pearson, 1995).
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Application of Theor),
Because the grief that fathers experience after the perinatal death of their child is
typically a circular process of meaning construction and reconstruction rather than a
linear progression that produces grief resolution, the process model of grief was utilized
for this study. The circularity of the process model is reflected in the hermeneutic
process of interpretation, which is also circular in nature and focuses on interpretation of
shared meanings.
The understandings from role theory and attachment theory were respectively
brought to bear on fathers' perceptions of their roles and responsibilities in the pregnancy,
the death event, and the memorials that followed and on their experiences of their unborn
child.
Summary
Explanation of the conceptual framework for this study included examination of
both the stage/phase and the process models of grief along with a rationale for the
utilization of the process grief model. Role and attachment theories were defined, and
their usage in the study of fathers' experiences of perinatal loss was clarified. In the next





As stated in Chapter One, the purpose of this research study was to interpret the linguistic
histories of three fathers bereaved by perinatal loss in interaction with the historical,
social and biographical location of the researcher, utilizing a system of interpretation
called hermeneutics to reach deeper understanding. The hermeneutic process of
interpretation seeks to elucidate our understanding of human behaviors and actions
through a circular interpretation of text and its structure (Allen & Jensen, 1990).
The research methodology will be discussed in this chapter along with
restatement of the research question, examination of the philosophical background of
hermeneutic interpretative research, explanation of the research design, criteria for
quality in interpretive research, the participants, data collection methods, processes of
analysis, and procedures employed for protection of the human participants.
The Research Question
The research question was "'What does it mean to be a father bereaved by
perinatal loss?" This question was explored with the questions and prompts listed in
Appendix A to in order to uncover the shared experiences of the research participants.
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Philosophical Background of Hermeneutic Interpretive Research
Hermeneutic interpretive research derives from the philosophical writings of the
German philosopher, Martin Heidegger (1889-1976). The underlying questions posed in
Heideggerian philosophy are What is the experience of "being" ? (rather than knowing)
and What does it mean to be human? Hermeneutics is an interpretive approach to
uncovering what is usually hidden from us in the everyday lives of human beings. It
centers on the relationship of the person to their world (Leonard, 1989).
Macleod (1996) describes the world in which humans live as "unobtrusive,
presupposed and . . . usually transparent" (p. 139), taken for granted and so much a part
of them that there is no conscious awareness of their world in practical everyday living.
Ironard (1989) asserts lhat world, in the phenomenologic sense, is "the meaningful set of
relationships, practices, and language that [humans] have as part of being born in a
culture" (p. a3).
Only when something is noticed as missing, wrong or problematic, is the
constitution of the worlds that hurnan beings inhabit illuminated to them (Addison, 1992).
The disruption that humans notice is termed a breakdowru situation. According to
Leonard (1989), "it is in the state of breakdown that we develop insight into [our] taken-
for-granted understandinE, . .. for nothing can be encountered without reference to our
background understanding. Every encounter entails an interpretation based on our
background" (pp. a7-a8).
There are four terms associated with the central tenets of Heidegger's philosophy
about how human beings are in their worlds that need to be defined for this study. They
are background, pre-understandings, co-constitutioru, and interpretation (Koch, 1995).
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A human being's background is their taken-for-granted way of viewing and
understanding the world through the lens of shared culture handed down to them at birth.
A human being's background represents a way of understanding that cannot be made
completely explicit (Koch, 1995).
Pre-understanding describes our structure for our'being-in-the-world.' It is the
"meaning and organization of a culture which are already in the world before we
understand" (Koch, 1995, p. 831), so that each new event is encountered through the
framework of our pre-understanding.
Co-constitution describes the process by which people are "being constructed by
the world in which [they] Iive and [are] at the same time constructing this world from
[their] own experience and background" (Koch, 1995, p. 831). Heidegger viewed human
beings as inseparable from their constructed worlds. Humans both shape and are shaped
by their worlds.
Interpretation is the integration of the stored background, pre-understanding and
co-constitution to which human beings refer when they encounter a new event and seek
to understand its meaning. Heidegger asserted that we are self-interpreting beings, that
"we are what we take ourselves to be" (Koch, 1995, p. 831). Through interpretation, the
being of something is disclosed when "it ernerges from the background to the full
functional context of the world" (Macleod, 141). Therefore, according to Heidegger, to
be human is to be interpretive.
Gadamer (1975) extended Heidegger's philosophy in a way that is helpful for
research analysis by embracing the being of the researcher-interpreter and defining
interpretation as the "fusion of horizons" (p. 269) between the reseacher's world and the
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research participants'worlds through which meaning is produced. The researcher brings
pre-understandings to the research experience which make the process not simply
acquiring new knowledge but also acquiring/interpreting what the other person
understands their world to be. The researcher both shapes and is shaped by the
hermeneutic experience in a circular spiraling process that produces an ongoing evolution
of interpretation (Koch, 1995).
Research Desi gn
This research study utilized the hermeneutic method of interpretive
phenomonology in order to explore the common themes and shared meanings of the
experiences of fathers bereaved by perinatal death. This research study focused on
meaning rather than measurement (Jansen & Davis, 1998).
The researcher conducted semi-structured interviews with three fathers, utilizing
the questions and prompts listed in Appendix A to probe for deeper understanding. The
researcher hoped to capture common themes in the stories of fathers bereaved by
perinatal loss, explore fathers'thoughts while living their experiences, learn what helped
them get through their experiences, and find out how their experiences changed them.
The interviews were audiotaped and then transcribed into written word. The
written text became the object of interpretation so that the linguistic content of the
interview became the important element (Ricoeur,l9l9). This allowed the researcher and
the research team that participated in the hermeneutic interpretive process to see the
whole and the parts simultaneously. The intention of the text became something other
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than the sum of the meaning of all the individual words and sentences (Allen & Jensen,
1990).
That set in motion the circular process of hermeneutic interpretation, the
conception of understanding as a reciprocal interaction between the whole and the part.
The whole received its definition from the parts, and reciprocally, the parts could only be
understood in reference to the whole. Meaning is what understanding grasped in the
essential reciprocal interaction of the parts and the whole (Palmer, 1969).







The diagram in Figure I is a visual representation of the circular movement of
hermeneutic research. Notice that meaning is at the core of the circle. The work of
interpretive research can be visualized as starting with interpretation and moving
continuously clockwise in an ever-tightening spiral as the researcher's exploration and
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interpretation uncovers progressively deeper understanding of participants' worlds,
ultimately collapsing onmeaning. This is not to suggest that the meaning that is thus
uncovered is the only possible meaning. There is no finite limit to the possibility for
meanings in lived experience. Leonard (1989) stated that "we must learn to live with a
plurality of interpretations of meaning. . . . Living with a plurality of meanings, or
indeterminacy, does not mean that we cannot understand each other" (p. 5a-55). It
speaks instead to the richness and complexity of human beings' worlds.
Participants
Due to the depth and detail of the research data that was gathered from each
participant (Patton, 1987), their number was necessarily small. It was limited to three
participants. The only other requirement was that they had experienced bereavement by
perinatal loss three or more years ago. The hope was that some distance in time from
their loss experience could reduce the potential risk of recurrence of painful memories
and thoughts and could expand potential for uncovering deeper understandings and
insights and thus foster further personal transformation through retelling the story.
Participants were selected by word of mouth. The researcher sought referrals
from other professionals and acquaintances. Once the first participant had contacted the
researcher and given written permission to be studied, he was asked to introduce the
study to other fathers who qualified and inform them how to contact the researcher. The
researcher then explained the study and its purpose to potential participants and obtained
written consent for the interview (see Appendix B--Consent Form). This process
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continued until three participants had been chosen (Jansen & Davis, 1998). Each
participant was offered a $20 honorarium after the interview.
The research participants were three Caucasian fathers from a small town in Iowa
who experienced perinatal loss three or more years ago. The participants were between
41 and 48 years of age at the time of the interview. Interviews were conducted and the
texts were transcribed in January and February 2000. Participants and all persons
mentioned in their narratives were given pseudonyms in the transcribed texts to protect
their identities.
One father, Joe, lost his child when it was decided that the pregnancy should be
terminated due to fetal diagnosis of a chromosomal abnormality that was essentially
incompatible with life. The other two fathers' children died in utero, Dave's in the
seventh month and Steve's in the eighth month of pregnancy. Both Joe and Steve had
experienced fatherhood prior to their loss; for Dave, the child that he lost was his first.
Each of the three participants was married to the mother of their child at the time of their
Ioss experience. All three marriages have remained intact.
Criteria for Ouality in Interpretive Research
Rigor in qualitative research has to do with the quality of the observations made
by the evaluator. Guba and Lincoln (1981) have suggested replacing the mandate of
detachment and author objectivity in traditional research with a mandate for qualitative
research to be balanced, fair and conscientious in including and acknowledging multiple
perspectives, multiple interests and multiple realities.
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The goal in interpretive research is to answer "how" questions which invite the
inclusion of context and process in order to understand the complexities of Iived
experience. Traditional research, on the other hand, asks "*hy" questions in order to find
objective and decontextualized explanations (Jansen & Davis, 1998). The goal of
hermeneutic interpretation is to give greater access and understanding of participants'
representations of their lived experience to the reader (Benner, 1994).
Interpretive research is grounded in the relationship between the participant and
the researcher, so it interacts profoundly with ethical imperatives for inquiry. Interpretive
research is relational research, based in the recognition and valuing of connectedness
between participant and researcher and connectedness between the communities in which
researchers live and work and those of knowledge producers (Lincoln, 1995).
Lincoln (1995) listed the emerging criteria for determining quality in interpretive
research as (in order from more to less formal): 1) standards for judging quality in the
inquiry community;2) positionality; 3) community as arbiter of quality; 4) voice; 5)
critical subjectivity; 6) reciprocity; 7) sacredness; and, 8) sharing the perquisite of
privilege.
Standards for judging quality in the inquiry community apply to the formal
research community, bear a strong resemblance to the quality criteria for traditional
research, and are proposed for the purpose of determining whether interpretive research is
worthy of publication. According to Lincoln (1995), these criteria are not grounded in
relationality, have clear implications for the social status of research knowledge and the
careers of researchers, and "serve a strong exclusionary legitimation function" (p.279).
Because this research project was not conducted for publication but exclusively to fulfill
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the Augsburg MSW Program thesis requirement, this cnterion has limited application to
this study.
Positionality refers to the open display of the historical, biological and social
location (see Chapter One) of the researcher and the acknowledgement that texts and
interpretations are always partial and incomplete and can never represent any truth except
those truths that exhibit the same characteristics (Lincoln, 1995). This researcher's
personal experience with perinatal loss was described in Chapter One in order to give the
reader of this study an understanding of the position from which this researcher views the
participants'experiences and the lens through which the researcher's interpretation and
understanding were seen. This researcher does not believe that the texts gathered and the
interpretations written in the course of this study can be generalized to all similar
individuals and groups across time and across contexts.
Community as arbiter of quality is concerned with the close connection between
knowledge, the cornmunity from which it springs and the community in which it is
intended to be used. Interpretive research of quality serves "the purposes of the
community in which it was carried out, rather than simply serving the community of
knowledge producers and policymakers" (Lincoln, 1995, p. 280). In addition to
contributing to the understanding of social work researchers, this research study serves
the community of fathers who have been bereaved by perinatal loss. The written
interpretation was given back to the participants to read so that they could correct any
misunderstandings or misinterpretation that might have arisen. There were none.
Voice refers to the researcher's responsibility to speak, without dominating, for
those who do not have access to a forum in which their silence, disengagement and
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marginalization can be resisted. Quality is determined by u committed stance and
demonstration of activeness on the part of the researcher as well an openness to multiple
perspectives, interests, realities, and interpretations (Blyler, Ig96; Lincoln, 1995). This
study raised questions about the cultural silence and the institutionalized policies and
practices that surround perinatal loss and their influence on the experiences of those who
live with perinatal loss. The participants expressed the benefits that the forum of the
research interview for retelling the stories of their loss experiences provided.
One of the participants stated that the "process of talking about things opened my eyes to
some other things. . . . it was good to talk about Eome of that stuff again." Another
related that "it was hard for me to go back to church because of the memory of the
funeral" and stated that he hadn't "even shared that with [his wife]" before. Another said
that when he stopped home before the interview, he and his wife had looked again at the
"stuff" that they keep "in a cedar chest in [their] bedroom" and talked about the difference
that their loss experience has made in "what's important" to them.
Critical subjectivirl refers to the researcher's ability to be reflexive and to allow
the research process to stimulate heightened self-awareness and to create personal and
social transformations in the co-participants (Lincoln, 1995). Interpretive researchers
study themselves while they are studying others and report all findings (B1yler, 1996).
Before I started each interview, I explained the roots of my personal interest to each of
the participants for my study of the experience of perinatal loss for fathers. The
profoundness of the loss and the painfulness in the participants' experiences were moving
and humbling for this researcher. There were times, especially while listening and
relistening to the participants tell their stories during the transcription process, that,
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because of my emotional response, I could not continue my work for a time. Eventually I
kept candles burning while I keyboarded, which symbolized for me the awe that I felt at
having been granted entry into a sacred place and represented my respect for the courage
to which the fathers'willingness to tell me their stories bore witness. In turn, the fathers
acknowledged experiencing personal transformation in their experience of retelling the
story of their loss.
Reciproci4; refers to the degree to which the relationship between the researcher
and the participant is based in trust, caring and mutuality (Lincoln, 1995). The "fusion of
horizons" nature of quality hermeneutic interpretation means that the researcher-
participant relationship is cooperative and collaborative in contrast to "the ideology of the
transcendental observer" (p. 338) in traditional research (Blyler, 1996). Hermeneutic
interpretive research of lived experience is person-centered research. The researcher and
the participants are engaged as co-researchers, with the participants providing the
essential data that was needed in order for rne to be able to conduct this study. I had a
profound sense of being specially privileged--of being taught by the masters--during the
interview experiences. One of the participants, who is a teacher by profession, asked
several questions after the interview to which I was able to respond from the information
that I had read in the literature. This study could not have been undertaken without the
collaborative roles all four of us played in making it happen.
Sacredness refers to a profound concern for human dignity, justice and
interpersonal respect between researcher and participant in the research process. Great
care must be taken to create egalitarian relationships that are not based on unequal power
but rather seek to nourish, sustain and honor (Lincoln, 1995). The participants shared
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personal and sensitive information about their experiences with me. I am deeply
appreciative for that. I have profound respect for the ways in which they have
incorporated their experience of loss into their life history and that of their families and
have allowed it to influence who they have become and the choices they make in their
everyday activities. I admire their ability to move forward after their experience and to
risk living the same experience again in order to have another child. I am in the awe of
their courage. That is reflected in the care that I took in interpreting their experiences.
Sharing the perquisites of knowledge is based on the debt that researchers owe to
the persons whose lives they use for their research. Most research is undertaken to earn
the researcher dignity, respect, prestige and economic power in a world that those about
whom research is written most often do not have access. The researcher's debt to the
pafticipant is to acknowledge the advantages that producing knowledge accrues to the
researcher, when, in fact, the participant is the real producer (Lincoln, 1995). In the case
of this research project, for example, this study helped fulfill the Master of Social Work
degree requirements for the researcher. In addition, by providing a venue in which the
participants could reflect on their experiences, this prqect may have been beneficial to
them.
Data Collection Methods
The first three fathers who gave their written consent to participate in this study
were the study participants. A date, time and location convenient and comfortable for
each participant was arranged, allowing at least a two-hour window in which to complete
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the interview. Interviews were audiotaped for transcription purposes with the written
permission of the participants.
Processes of Data Analysis
The hermeneutic approach to interpretive analysis for this research study can be
envisioned as a circular process centered on holistic description and interpretation of a
participant's subjective interpretation in his own words of his experience of perinatal loss.
For purposes of understanding the process from transcript through interpretation, the
steps of hermeneutic analysis utilized by Widera-Wysoczanska (1999) in her study of
everyday death awareness in adults were used as a model by the researcher and the
research team who assisted with the interpretation process. They are as follows:
Step 1: Open-minded reading of the transcript. Researcher and research team
reread each transcript a number of times, making a conscious effort to keep an
open mind. This allowed the researcher and members of the research team to
become immersed in participants' experiences and to gain an overall
understanding of the events set forth.
Step 2: Looking for themes. Researcher and team members marked themes in the
transcript that appeared to be important and wrote individual interpretations to
share at team meetings.
Step 3: Discovering key themes. Researcher read texts again independently,
looking for key words and phrases that stood out as being essential for
understanding the participant's experience.
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Step 4: Lookingfor unity of meanings. Researcher, with key words and phrases in
mind, reread interpretations written by all team members, including herself, and
compared them for similarities and differences, returning to the interview texts for
further clanfication when discrepancies were found.
Step 5: Creation of "poles of meaning." Identified the themes present in all the
texts, rereading all the written material generated in earlier steps of interpretation
and studying them for the presence of similar or contradictory meanings.
Step 6: Formation of a personal picture of the experience. Combined the "poles
of meaning," the patterns that were found across all the documents and were
expressive of the themes identified in order to create a picture of what was
common and shared in the loss experiences of the three participants.
Step 7: Formation of a personal model of the experience. The researcher
prepared the final interpretation from analysis of all the documents. Once themes
had been identified, the researcher once again returned to the text to look for
excerpts that supported the themes and verified the trustworthiness and
plausibility of the interpretation.
The researcher and research team continually the returned to the text, working in
circular fashion, adding new information to enrich a pole of meaning or excluding
unnecessary information in order to uncover the shared meanings and common themes in
the loss experiences of participants in this study. When the interpretation had been
written, it was given back to the participants to read through in order to verify the
accuracy of the descriptions of their experiences and to extend or refine the interpretation.
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Protection of Human Subiects
In order to protect the participants in this study, this researcher applied for
approval of this research project by the Augsburg College Institutional Review Board and
was granted approval #99-59-3 (see Appendix E). Participation in this study was
completely voluntary. Participants signed informed consent forms before the interview
process began (see Appendix D). Separate consents were signed for the audiotaping of
the interview and the use of direct quotations in the thesis. Participants could withdraw
their consent at any time. Participants were informed of the potential risks involved in
this research, such as the possible recuffence of painful memories and thoughts.
Participants were given the phone number of a resource available for counseling and
support. The interviews were audiotaped to assure accuracy. Texts were transcribed by
the researcher. Any identifying information from the interview was either removed or
altered in the transcribed texts. All names in the texts were replaced with pseudonyms to
protect the participants and their families. The audiotapes were stored in a locked file
drawer at the researcher's home and will be destroyed before December 31,2000.
Summarv
This chapter outlined and discussed the research methodology that was used in
this research study. It included: the research question, the philosophical background for
hermeneutic interpretive research, the research design, the participants, criteria for
determining quality interpretive research, data collection, procedures followed to insure
the protection of human subject, and processes of data analysis. In the next chapter, the





Being a father who experiences bereavement by perinatal loss is profound and
life-changing. This research study explored the lived experiences of three fathers whose
lives were changed by the deaths of their unborn children. Lived experience was
understood to be the ways in which human beings encounter situations in relation to the
worlds that they inhabit and the worlds that inhabit them (Koch, 1995). Because all
humans have different backgrounds and different experiences, one person's world can
never be shared entirely with another human; however, the worlds of those who have
lived similar experiences may share meanings and cofilmon themes. Uncovering shared
meanings and corlmon themes in the participants' lived experiences of perinatal loss was
the focus of this study.
The interpretation set forth in this study is not an ending or closure to the
possibilities for interpretation but rather represents one way of understanding the loss
experiences of the three fathers who participated in this study. Other themes and
meanings lie hidden, waiting to be revealed. The participants themselves will reinterpret
their experiences, find new meanings and uncover deeper understanding of their losses as
their lives unfold and they reflect further.
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Living With Questions
The narratives of these fathers revealed how they lived with questions during and
for a long time after the actual loss experiences. Questioning arose when disparity was
felt between fathers' expectations and the reality of their experience as it unfolded. The
experience of Dave, a first-time expectant father who experienced the intrauterine death
of his daughter Alyssa in the seventh month of pregnancy shows that disparity. He
described his response when his mate Danielle reported her suspicion that something was
wrong.
[Danielle] said, "I haven't felt the baby here all day." And I thought,
"Well, the baby was always active at night, always kicking at night. We'll
go to bed. It's probably nothing. We'll probably feel the baby tonight."
But . . . there was no kicking or anything. And so we called the doctor,
and he told us to go in . . . and there was no heartbeat or anything. . . . And
I'm thinking, "'Well, we just had this ultrasound, and everything was fine.
What the heck happened here?"
Dave's disbelief at the news of his daughter's death is a common reaction to experience
such as this that is outside the realm of the cultural understanding of what it is to be an
expectant father. Fathers in North America expect to participate in routines and patterns
of behavior that have over time come to be accepted as part of the natural sequence of
events that will lead up to having a child. For Dave, however, the routine of the baby
"always kicking at night" that comprised the rhyhm of his life as an expectant father
ended abruptly. He had no preparation for this possibility and or for what would happen
next. Therein lay the disparity between the common expectations for being an expectant
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father--participation in accepted routines and patterns of behavior--and his experiences as
it unfolded.
Out of the discrepancy between these fathers' expectations for the natural course
of pregnancy and their lived experiences of losing their unborn child came their common
experience of living with questions. Fathers expressed living-with-questions as a way of
being. They described living with two abiding philosophical questions--"Why us?" and
"What if?"--and told about 'Just accept[ing]" living with questions, because their loss
experiences uncovered the reality that "there are no guarantees."
Questioning "Why I-Js?"
The fathers in this study recalled being "stunned" by the news of their child's
death, having had no warning that it could happen. Joe, whose daughter Sarah was
diagnosed in the eighteenth week of pregnancy with a chromosome abnormality that was
incompatible with life, described his experience of living the disparity between what he
had expected and the events that were unfolding.
We were really looking forward to it, and then all of a sudden, it's not
going to happen. It changed in a hurry, just kind of an overnight thing.
All of a sudden your expectations go from "'W'e're going to have a baby" to
"How are we going to get through this?"
Even though he and his mate Lori had chosen to have an amniocentesis to make certain
that their hoped-for child was healthy, getting the news of Sarah's abnormality and being
asked to make a decision whether to terminate the pregnancy was unexpected.
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Joe described the feeling that his experience engendered as "lhe why us sort of
feeling." Dave called it "[being] cheated." After the loss of his son Jonathan in the
eighth month of pregnancy and, within a year, another loss--this time a four-month fetus,
Steve described his experience as "feel[ing] snakebit," The phrases that participants
chose to describe their reactions to their loss suggested a sense of injustice at having
been, according to Joe, "put in the position of having to deal with this." Braun and Berg
(1994) found that "the death of a child threatens parents' beliefs and assumptions about
the existence of fairness and justice" (p. 1 18). The disparity between fathers' beliefs and
assumptions and their experiences led them to question, "'Why us? Why did this happen
to us?"
The disparity between the common cultural understanding that taking care of
oneself during pregnancy insures positive outcomes and his loss experience was "the
frustrating part" for Steve. He described his why us questioning.
I guess I don't know percentages, but I'm assuming that the majority of
people, every pregnancy they have comes out like it is supposed to. The
majority of families we know, every pregnancy they had was fine. . . . You
wonder--what causes something like that? The frustrating part is that the
same time we're in [forJonathan's delivery], you see women who right
after birth, as soon as they can, go down and have a cigarette. . . . And you
think, "Gosh, why does this happen, pafiicularly to a woman who takes
such good care of herself and exercises and does all those things and then
someone who's smoking regularly has a perfectly normal pregnancy. It
didn't make sense. . . . because my wife is a great pregnant lady. She likes
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her Pepsi and her coffee and her chocolate, in particular, And during all
those pregnancies, she really limited those things. . . . She also enjoys a
good cold beer every now and then Even though the doctors say you
could, she didn't, because she wanted healthy babies. . . . You know, we
think we're pretty good people, and why do these things keep happening to
us? . . . It didn't make sense.
Steve listed the ways in which his wife Cheryl adhered to medical advice for "having
healthy babies," even "giving up her chocolate." She had diligently invested in "healthy
babies" in every way she could but still had to live through two consecutive perinatal
Iosses while others' experiences seemed to follow the pattern that couples commonly
expect. For Steve, "it didn't make sense." The reality of their lived experience raised
questions for these fathers about cultural assumptions that the world is basically fair and
just, that somehow things equal out, and that the consequences that people face are
determined by their deeds.
Similarly, in Malacrida's (1997) grounded theory study, parents'beliefs did not fit
with the reality of their children's deaths. Prior to their own experience, parents in the
study believed that when babies died, it was for good reason. Common beliefs about
perinatal death were that such losses occurred in early pregnancy; that they were due to
infant deformity or lack of viability; that they were caused by biological or moral failing
on the part of the mother, such as smoking, drinking, poor eating habits, too much
concern or lack of concern about the pregnancy. Parents "rarely knew much about
perinatal death before they encountered it themselves." Their common understanding
was that it was "an unlikely event that would never affect them" (p 137). It had not been
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discussed at either doctor visits or prenatal classes, and very few knew of it through
family or friends. "These parents did everything in their power to hold on to the
pregnancy, desired their children, and followed medical advice to the letter" (Malacrida,
1997, p. 139).
Couples commonly sought an explanation for why they lost their baby. In their
search to answer the question why us, these fathers sought explanations as to why their
loss occurred. Dave, similar to Steve, talked about the biological aspects of the
pregnancy and how they could have contributed to the loss. Dave's mate Danielle relayed
to him a question asked of her by hospital staff regarding whether or not an autopsy
should be performed on their seven-month-old fetus. Dave described his response.
I didn't see what good it would do. . . . I said no. She went with that. . . .
[Not knowing] was O.K. for me. . . . because this is before the concept [of
a childl was so real, you know, before I had a child and everything. . . .
But in retrospect, I think we probably should have. . . . I think Danielle
still blames herself. . . . It would have taken the onus off of her. . . . [She]
was waitressing, and so she was on her feet and everything. She wasn't
feeling stressed or anything. She wasn't really worn out and didn't have
any idea And then she happened to be at work [when the baby died],
so then she's thinking, "Oh, my God." And it wasn't only that. It was
other stuff, too. "Maybe it was because I had this glass of wine." She
stopped drinking through the pregnancy, but she did have a glass of wine a
couple different times.
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Dave wished later that he had agreed to the autopsy, speculating that perhaps that would
have answered their why questions. However, autopsies on fetuses and infants cannot
always be relied upon to answer parents' questions. Layne (1990) reported that in nearly
half of all stillbirths, a cause cannot be determined and that percentages are even smaller
for earlier losses. Even when the medical cause of death can be determined--the why--
bereaved parents continue to seek to know the answer to the philosophical, theological
why us--Why did my child die?--question (DeFrain, 1991). DeFrain (1991) reported that
parents who experience the loss of their child often go on a long, involved quest to find
answers to the why us question.
Waiting between the confirmation of death and the time when delivery was
induced was anguishing for Dave and Steve, whose infants died in utero. Reflecting on
that time raised another why us question--why didwe have to wait so long before our
baby's delivery? Dave was given no explanation for the wait he and Danielle endured
between Alyssa's death and delivery. He told the story.
I don't know what the decision was. . . . I don't know why, but [the doctor]
just said, "'Well, I'm just going to set up an appointment here." . . . I just
got furious that the guy who dealt with her through this whole thing didn't
have the guts to stick around and help her out. . . . It was something to do
with him going to be gone or something. And then it ended up that
somebody else delivered the baby anyway. . . . That shouldn't have
happened that way. . . . Like I say, I don't know all the reason for it. . . .
And there weren't any explanations My wife had to carry that baby for
a week, and that was not a good thing.
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Compared to afterward and still, when there are many questions, Dave described the time
during his loss of Alyssa as "a time when you don't ask a lot of questions. . . . You're kind
of stunned, because you have expectations."
Similar to Dave, parents in Malacrida's (1997) study described themselves as
numb, unable to really feel anything. "At the time of death, fear of the unknown and fear
of appeanng foolish left parents unable to ask for the guidance they needed most. Parents
simply do not know what they need to do to come to terms with this loss" (p. 141). This
raises a question regarding the place of the hospital social worker as counselor to sit
down and talk with "stunned" parents to help them acknowledge the loss of their child
and to explain the related biological and medical processes. Perhaps the opportunity to
talk with a social worker in the hospital and at a preplanned followup meeting could have
helped Dave find answers to some of his questions. He described his informal search for
answers since Alyssa's death.
Everybody that we have talked to, friends and stuff in the medical
community, say, "I can't believe they made you do that. There would be
no reason for it." And I can't think of one either. Obviously, we didn't
want that to happen. It wouldn't have had to be like that. I can't imagine
that there were so many people lined up to have babies that there wasn't a
way to do this so it would be less painful. . . . Maybe there's a medical
reason for it, but I think that that was a pain inflicted on Danielle
unnecessarily.
Since his loss, Dave had raised his why as question to others close to medicine who might
be able to help him understand why he and Danielle had to live through a week of
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anguishing pain before the delivery of their dead child. Despite his apparent quest for
information to explain the wait, Dave had received no explanation yet and was still
questioning why us.
Even when an explanation has been given, waiting was painful "when you have a
baby that you know is dead and is soon to be delivered." Steve talked about the potency
of waiting for the delivery of his son Jonathan.
[The doctor] explained that there was not going to be a live baby that was
born and talked about that we'll wait for a period of time to see if there's a
natural miscarriage. . . . And that was probably one of the hardest periods
of time . . . the period between finding out that your baby was dead and
the delivery. Because then it was almost 2 weeks before they chose [to
inducel the first available date that [Cheryl] could have him she did,
because it was so hard to carry him.
Steve implied that he and Cheryl had little choice regarding whether or not they should
wait, although, unlike Dave and Danielle, they were given a reason for the wait. Most
parents in Malacrida's (L997) study, on the other hand, were left with little time to
prepare or discuss what was happening to them "once the roller coaster ride began."
These parents, unlike Steve and Dave, experienced discovering problems with the
pregnancy, learning of the death, deciding to induce labor, and living through delivery as
"one swift blur of activity" (p. 142).
There is a marked difference between the experiences of the parents is Malacrida's
(1997) study and Dave and Steve's lived experiences. This raises a question as to the
explanation given for waiting. Do infants who die in utero commonly abort
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spontaneously? Whose needs--parents' or the medical community's--receive more
consideration in these situations? Might perhaps the practice of waiting before inducing
the delivery of a child who died in utero be influenced by the fact that delivery can be
scheduled rather than treated as an emergency? Why should parents who have suffered a
perinatal loss have to wait for the delivery of their dead infant? Is this situation perhaps
grounded in the moral questioning and blaming described by Malacrida (1997) that
follows pregnancy loss in a society uncomfortable with the reality of perinatal death?
Does the cultural silence around perinatal loss prevent society's hearing the pain of their
waiting? How can social workers mitigate the trauma parents experience before, during
and after their child's death?
Available pharmaceutical technology is clearly capable of inducing labor at any
point in a pregnancy. Joe and Lori's experience in the delivery of their five-month-old
fetus shows that waiting to induce labor is not a biological necessity. For them,
"everything developed over a fairly fast amount of time" between getting the diagnosis of
chromosomal abnormality in their hometown and beginning the induction of labor at a
hospital in another city. Joe describes that time.
This is rush-rush-rush-rush-rush. You don't want to wait any longer than
you have to. I can't tell you right off how many days it was, but it was 4, 5
days probably from the time we found out until we went through with it.
It was pretty quick. It wasn't more than a week, I know. We didn't have a
lot of time to go from expecting a baby to knowing that we were not going
to have a baby.
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Joe and Lori's situation was addressed assertively by medical professionals. An
interdisciplinary team of professionals not only spent time with Joe and Lori but also
gave them printed information to read together prior to the induction of labor. Joe
described the team's professionalism in preparing them for both the delivery process and
the emotions that could accompany their experience.
They had a lot of compassion for the situation we were in and what [we]
were dealing with. . . . We met with the doctor and a counselor, and one of
the nurses that were going to be working with us came in. The nurses up
there, as well as all of these people, specialize in this area and choose to
work with this, so they're all very well trained in how to deal with patients
they are seeing and the emotions that the patients are going through. .
We just kind of went over all the information we had about Sarah and
what our decisions were going to be and what the process to birth was.
. They kind of explained the whole program for us and left some
reading information. And once we had gone over all of that, they actually
started the medication process.
When Joe and Lori had gone through all of the information and had processed what was
ahead with the team and with each other, "the medication process" began. This initiated
"waiting" for Joe and Lori.
And then it was basically just waiting. I think we might have slept a little
bit that night. I think they brought in another bed for me, and I slept a
little bit in the room. And then it was mostly just waiting. It was fairly
late, I know, it was afternoon when we got started with the drug part.
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Then the next morning early, Lori was having contractions and stuff.
They still [couldn't] really tell, but they thought things were going to be
going along. And it did proceed pretty good from that point until Sarah
was born.
The professional support that Joe and Lori received was clearly helpful for making sense
of their waiting. Nothing could take away the acuteness of their pain, but the experience
of being supported seemed to help take off the edge.
Differences between Joe's experience and that of Dave, in particular, raise
questions about the role of social workers in fathers' perinatal loss experiences. Could an
opportunity to process the events have helped Dave make more sense of his experience?
Could explaining medical decisions and procedures and giving fathers an opportunity to
ask questions assuage their pain? Would anticipating questions and sending home
printed information and a phone number to call when the "stunned" feeling subsided have
been helpful? Might the opportunity for the parents to collaborate with professionals in
the development of a plan to deal with their loss have helped them understand better what
was ahead and offered them some choices to engender a feeling of control in their
experience?
The participants in this study ultimately agreed that there was no explanation that
could answer the why us questions that came up after their losses. The conclusion
reached was the same for all three--just accept it. As DeFrain (1991) stated, "people
eventually find that babies sometimes do just die for no apparent reason, or for no reason
that makes any sense to humans. . . . we simply do not know the answer and never will"
(p. 218).
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Accepting, in answer to the why us question, appeared to be helpful for fathers in
making sense of their experiences and going on with their lives. Their words suggested
that accepting was a conscious decision, that they ultimately found it was the only
possible response to their why us questions. Steve utilized familiar terminology from
coaching to describe what accepting meant for him.
With all our luck, I guess you become more accepting of things, and you
appreciate life in general more . . . That's been my philosophy is that you
just have to accept. . . . Take your losses, and go home.
Steve's philosophy for life appeared to have been learned as a coach. His words implied
that sometimes you win, and sometimes you lose. He had come to understand through
his experience of losing his child that that was the nature of life, too.
Joe described what acceptance rn response to why u.s meant in his everyday life.
You have to learn to accept what happens You think about it, and
you remember the pain that went with it. It was the promise of a new life
in your family, and it went away in a very, very difficult manner. . . . I
have to deal with these things and then move on from them. . . . fll never
forget or anything, but at the same time I can't dwell on it for a long time.
. . . You have to just say, "'Well, this is what happened. This is what we
did. And now it's now. And here's Joshua, and Joshua needs immediate
attention."
For Joe, accepting meant remembering what happened, acknowledging what happened,
and moving on to everyday activities and concerns related to being Joshua's father.
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These fathers' stance on accepting was commonly philosophical. Dave reflected
on learning about acceptance when why us questions arose in his family. He described
his ethnic tradition of acceptance.
In my family, life dealt you some bad cards sometimes, and you didn't
whine about it, You looked at it. You accepted it. And that's because
that's just the way it was, and there is nothing you can do about it. . . . It
happened. And there's no need to blame anybody.
For Dave, accepting meant that difficult times were pafi of life and that nothing could
change what had happened. Nor was there anything to be gained by laying blame.
Contradictions between the understanding in North American culture of
pregnancy as a selectable, manageable and predictable undertaking (Irtherby, 1993) and
their lived experiences raisedwhy rus questions for the participants in this study. Their
unanimous response to the fruitless quest for explanations to answer "Why us?" was "Just
accept it."
Questioning "What If?"
In addition to living with why us questions, the stories of these fathers revealed
how they lived with what f questions. Their primary what f questions were related to
"What if rny baby had lived? What would be different?" Fathers commonly asked what
life would be in the present and in the future if it had been lived according to the natural
order of things in the past--the commonly accepted routines and patterns of behavior that
had shaped their expectations for pregnancy and childbirth. Fathers commonly explored
ways in which his lived experience may have been different if circumstances had not
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been what they were and posedwhat f questions that reflected the particular details of his
situation.
When Dave witnessed siblings who were growing up together and reflected on his
own experience of growing up with a sister and valuing their adult relationship, for
example, an important what f question came up for him. He elaborated on the ongoing
loss he experiences for both himself and his son Michael.
I see siblings, and I think, "Now Michael's not going to have any brothers
or sisters." I see those situations, and I think, "Oh, that would have been
fun, having these kids, a couple of kids to play together It would be
pretty cool if they could have gotten a relationship like that.". . . When you
grow up with someone, it's [different], not like growing up with a
neighbor. . . . I have a sister. She's a year older, and I think the world of
her. . . . I mean, it's not that we didn't fight. We had plenty of those. . . .
But the older you get, the more that relationship means, . . . the more you
appreciate your sibling. . . . That sibling thing is a good thing.
For Dave, exploringwhat if Michael and Alyssa could have grown up together
uncovered another dimension of his loss, the loss of being a father to siblings and of
witnessing the growth of a brother-sister relationship between Alyssa and Michael.
According to O'Leary (L992), parents with previous perinatal loss face the reality that the
baby that died is not there to greet the new child.
What f questions characterized the dilemma facing Joe and Lori after getting the
news. Joe described being in that situation.
We just had to kind of try to paint a picture of various future scenarios,
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you know--what if, what if, what if--and decide which what z/was the
best.
Joe recounted the potential outcomes of the "various future scenarios" that he and Lori
weighed. Questioning what if we had decided not to terminate the pregnancy explored
ways in which his life and that of his family may have been different had the pregnancy
continued and the medical community intervened to continue life "artificial[1y]." For Joe,
the what ffi turned on the decision that he felt forced to make.
It was a matter of--do we decide when, or do we let the medical
community make the decision? If this were allowed to take its natural
course, she wouldn't survive. And if the hospital intervened, it is really
artificial. Although they may be able to keep her alive, there is a certain
consideration about quality of life. . . . This child's health consequences
are going to be terrible for her, and we have to decide. That probably
always was, and still is, the most difficult thing about it was that Sarah's
. . . precise time of death was brought about by a choice we had to make,
because that was the responsible thing to do. We were in charge. We
were mom and dad, and we had to terminate one of our children. . . . We
had to take responsibility for things that we had no desire to take
responsibility for.
Joe's words suggested that to him being a father and having to make this decision seemed
mutually exclusive. Yet, paradoxically, he found himself in the unenviable position of
living them simultaneously. He and his mate Lori were the people on whom
"responsibility" fell. The responsibility of being caring parents meant being willing to
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make a difficult decision and live with the personal consequences. Joe talked about how
their decision affected him.
This experience was one of those growing pains. You know that you can
get through it, [but] you know that it's going to be bad for a while.
Joe and Lori expected to suffer personal pain as a consequence of their decision, but they
understood that their responsibility as Sarah's parents meant having to make a "terrible
decision" for her regardless of their personal suffering. Similarly, Brown (1989) wrote,
in describing the anguish of her own perinatal loss after termination of a pregnancy for
fetal diagnosis, "The semblance of control and the heart-wrenching options magnified the
pain many times over" (p. 2735).
One of the what f scenarios that Joe and Lori played out and that helped them
make their decision was "the financial aspect" of what if we decide not to terminate the
pregnfrncy. The "financial aspect" was crucial in Joe and Lori's decision-making,
because it raised another what f question--What if the baby lived to full term? How
would we pay for medical care?
Some of our decision was based on Joshua and what was going to happen.
Our scenario was that we said, well, if Sarah is alive--both of us were
working at the time--one of us, somebody, was going to have to quit work.
Lori's work provided all our medical benefits, which we were going to
need in a huge way upon [Sarah's] arrival, so either Lori stays at work and
I quit, or Lori quits and we have to somehow deal with the insurance
situation. And since we would be in the middle of a pregnancy changing
insurance, it probably wouldn't be real good that way. So the financial
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aspect of it wasn't real good. Lori could possibly be getting a leave of
absence from work and she would have had to go back to work to keep the
insurance, at least on a limited basis. And then the problem with the baby
having primarily respiratory problems, getting sick at any little thing and
ending up in the hospital multiple times a year and probably not living to
2, it seemed like it maybe would put a lot of stress on the family that
wouldn't be worth it in the end. And in the end [we were] going to go
through her death anyhow, and it seemed that the suffering of Sarah
wouldn't be worth it just to say we had tried. . . . We couldn't see where it
was going to be of benefit to her to be born considering the information.
Coupled with the potential "huge" costs for the care of a fragile, sickly child was Joe's
concern about how they would meet those responsibilities in the face of their health
insurance dilemma and what the potential financial difficulties might mean for Joshua's
future. Joe's description of his loss experience supports the findings in Fertel and Reiss's
(1997) report that parents who are faced with this situation commonly agonize over their
decision-making and have to make their best decision on the information presented to
them and their particular circumstances. Because of the cultural silence surrounding
pregnancy termination for fetal diagnosis, few expectant parents understand pregnancy as
potentially putting them at risk of having to make a similar decision for their unborn
child. This kind of decision is commonly hidden from the view of others for fear of
misunderstanding and stigmatization (Kolker & Burke, 1993).
The experience of going through another pregnancy raised yet anoth er what if
question for fathers--What if it happens again? Steve described the what f questioning
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that plagued him during the pregnancy with Katrina, his seventeen-month-old daughter,
especially as the due date neared.
I think that was one of the most stressful times of my life, . . . when
[Katrina] was close to being born. You know, how is she going to be? Is
she going to be O.K. ? . . .Is she going to make it and be alive? There
[are] all of those questions.
Understanding that, as he said about Jonathan's death, "it just happens . . . [even] when
you don't do anything wrong," Steve's experience during the subsequent pregnancy with
Katrina was fraught with what z/questions related to her survival and her being "healthy."
Questioning what if it happens again may affect the customary preparatory
activities considered pa.t of the routines and patterns of behavior in which expectant
parents engage in North American culture. Steve commented:
We didn't do as much prep at home as parents usually do before they have
a child. I don't even think that we had the crib made up. We had all those
things, because we were still in the same house. But we hadn't done all
those extra things. I think Cheryl took a generic outfit with when she
finally went in, but we didn't do a lot of planning because of past
outcomes. You know, get to the birth and then woffy about that.
Steve and Cheryl, having experienced not taking a child home with them before, did little
preparation for life beyond birth. They understood that there was "no guarantee" that this
pregnancy would survive to birth.
Similarly, in Phipps (1985) study, parents expressed discomfort with participation
in customary events, such as baby showers, during the pregnancy subsequent to a
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perinatal loss. Pregnancy was viewed as a task with a goal of producing a healthy child
rather than as a time of anticipation or enjoyment. In addition, O'Leary (1992) reported
that it was often not until active labor began that expectant parents who had experienced
a previous loss allowed themselves to risk hoping that this child would be born alive and
healthy. Parents often began to actively expand their support systern in the face of their
increasing tension as delivery approached. Frequently, this included assigning a family
member or friend to buy clothing and set up the nursery while they were in the hospital,
since these were tasks that parents had often not been able to consider previously.
Questionrngwhat if led to increased insight and deeper understanding of the
uncertainty of life. Dave described the insight he gained from questions he asked
himself--What if I had not lost Alyssa? How would I be different?
It certainly brought the fickleness of everything into perspective. . . .
Alyssa's death certainly pointed out that nothing is guaranteed. You can
see it in the paper every day.
Dave's loss experience changed his everyday awareness of what he read in the paper. He
read about other people's losses with a deeper understanding of what their loss could
mean to them, what experiences they might be living through, and the unpredictability of
life that their losses represented.
After losing Alyssa, Dave became more aware of the deaths of people his age and
younger in the paper and realized that, in his own case, there were "no guarantees" either.
That brought up a what f question about his own mortality after Michael's birth--What
would happen to Michael if I died?
It happened after Alyssa, but I don't know that that's what initiated it. It'll
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be in the paper that people are dying that are my age or younger
So then you statr reflecting on "Well, what about if I'm not here? Who's
going to direct him? And who's going to be there for him?" . . . You
know, when you start getting to be 45, 50, you start thinkrng, "You know,
I've had a lot of good life, a lot of good years here, but how many of those
do you suppose are left? . . . I didn't honestly worry about myself in that
situation until Michael was born and I felt that I had somebody to worry
about. . . . I do worry about him and making sure that he's not left adrift,
so to speak.
Out of Dave's loss experience came an understanding that he might not always "be there"
for Michael. Dave realized that he, like others he had read about in the paper, was not
guaranteed a long life. If he should die, Michael could experience feeling "alone" and
"left adrift." Dave, therefore, made fostering connection between Michael and Michael's
extended families a priority, so that someone would "be there" for Michael, if Dave could
not be.
Fathers' cultural understanding of life and death as a natural progression was
undermined by their loss experience, leaving them with an understanding of the
tentativeness of life. Joe described understanding that there are "no guarantees" and that
what i/s can happen at any time.
And you just have to know that that's what life is and know that you may
get to deal with something like this again even, whether you want to or
not. You do everything you can to try to avoid it, but there still are
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chances it can happen again. . . . That's how we are as mere humans. Just
when we think we know everything, we find out we know nothing. . . .
This just kind of updated the fact that there are things that are totally out
of your control.
Joe philosophized on the way it is for human beings, that at times we forget that we are
"mere humans" and imagine that life can be controlled. His loss experience served to
"update" him on "what life is." Looking back and reflecting reminded him that regardless
what precautions are taken, no matter how we "try to avoid it," we cannot prevent
ourselves from having to live through "those growing pains."
Realizing how fragile life was fostered an "appreciation for life in general" for
fathers. Steve elaborated on the way that his experiences influenced his value for life.
I guess you realize how valuable life is. And how lucky--anytime you see
a healthy baby--how lucky they really are, because you know that you
could have someone like Melissa . . . our first daughter [who] has Downs
Syndrome . . . even though you did things well. And you could have
somebody like Jonathan when you didn't do anything wrong. It just
happens.
Steve expressed an appreciation for the times when the what,/s do not happen, when the
course of life follows along with expectations, when one's lived expedence does not
leave one living with questions. He points to how the preciousness of life is cornmonly
made more precious through loss experiences.
When disparity was felt between fathers' expectations and the reality of their
experiences as they unfolded, living with questions opened new worlds of understanding.
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The meaningfulness of fathers' experiences of loss lay in the valuing of life that was
engendered through them, valuing that grew and continues to grow out of reliving their
experiences and looking ahead with the understanding that came from them.
Summary
Fathers' lived experiences of perinatal loss were explored and discussed in this
chapter. One theme--living with questions--was traced throughout the participants'
narratives and was verified through excerpts from the texts of their interviews.





The contributions of this study will be set forth in this chapter. Implications for
social work practice and policy will be discussed, as well as recofilmendations for further
research with fathers bereaved by perinatal loss.
Contribution s of Study
Paradoxically, in our society medical research studies have typically been done
with men and the results generalized to women's health, while the opposite is the case in
grief and loss research. Most of the research regarding loss, including investigation of
the nature and impact of perinatal loss on parents, has been done with women and
generalized to men. This study contributed to deeper understanding of fathers' grief
experiences for perinatal loss within the context of their gender and role socialization in
our culture and without assessing the appropriateness or not of their grief responses.
The hermeneutic interpretive design of this research study allowed greater depth
of exploration and understanding of fathers' experiences of perinatal loss. Participants
described their experiences freely and seemed comfortable sharing personal information
and feelings. Their "storiedness" provided rich material for interpretive research and thus
contributed to deeper understanding of the shared meanings and corlmon themes in their
loss experiences for readers of this study.
6B
Due to the cultural silence around the topic of perinatal loss and inattention to
fathers' experiences, fathers'opportunities to talk about losing their unborn child and their
experience of their child are limited. Participation in this study provided a forum in
which these fathers could retell their story, reflect and reexamine their experience for
things that had been overlooked or hidden from them before.
Interview sessions with groups of fathers bereaved by perinatal loss could
strengthen this study. In a group of people who share a similar experience, previously
unrecognized and unexamined commonalities and differences can be uncovered. Benner
(L994) states that "one story organized around particular concerns raises either
confirming or disconfirming stories" (p. 109). The meanings of stories can be enriched
by another's story that brings out similar or contrasting experiences.
Researcher participation in a naturally occurring perinatal loss situation could be
an additional rich source of experiential observation and understanding of fathers'
experiences of perinatal loss. Anecdotal notes about visual data, in the tradition of
cultural anthropology's participant observation, could enrich the information gathered
from written and verbal sources.
ations for Social W Poli
The gift of the hermeneutic method for interpretive research is in the lesson it
teaches for the practice of social work. As a practitioner, I cannot perceive what the
human beings with whom I work perceive. What I can do is try to understand how others
are in their worlds and how they perceive the broader culture to which we both belong.
This was made apparent several times over in the process of interpreting for deeper and
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deeper understanding of fathers' Iived experiences of perinatal loss. I found myself
seeking to impose a linear cause-and-effect framework that mirrored the traditional
reductionist process in social work of assessment and hypothesis development. Over and
over again, I had to step back outside myself and this research project, reflect on the
filters through which I was viewing the participants'realities, and re-engage in the
circularity of the hermeneutic interpretive process and the complexity of human
experience.
Learning to be reflexive in order to separate my beliefs and experiences from
those of others with whom I am engaged in the practice of social work has been one of
the primary benefits of my graduate school training. This research process has been an
integral piece of that training. The experience of interpreting just what was written in the
texts and returning again and again to find that I had read more into the participants'
experiences than was expressed revealed once again to me how careful we as social
workers need to be about the interpretations we make of client's experiences. While
practice wisdom based in prior experience is invaluable, it is the practitioner's ability to
take the position of each new other that enlarges the scope of her/his capacity for
sensitivity, empathy and effective work with those with whom she/he is engaged.
The practitioner needs always to reflect on the impossibility of becoming the
other, and, therefore, must continually check out with the client the congruency between
their separate definitions and interpretations of the situation the client faces. Similarly, in
the circular process of hermeneutic interpretation, the verifiability of my interpretation of
the fathers' loss experiences was supported by quoting excerpts from the interview texts
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and by returning the findings to the participants so that they could check the accuracy of
my understanding.
Living that circular process in practice means engaging in experience with people
with whom I work and not assuming that I understand their worlds. That requires the
development of an awareness of myself and of the assumptions and conclusions that I
draw, as well as being reflexive and utilizingclinical supervision and peer review for the
ongoing process of uncovering the filters through which I interpret in practice. It is a
process of making myself the object of study at the same time as I am studying others and
their worlds.
Understanding that fathers live with questions during and for a long time after
their experience of perinatal loss challenges the thinking of social workers to remain open
in their responses with bereaved families. This study raises questions about how and
when explanations are presented to fathers. Moreover, it raises questions about how
fathers are supported during their loss experience and beyond. It suggests that sensitivity
among social workers to the possibility that fathers and mothers may respond differently
to the same loss and normalizing that when it occurs may facilitate understanding
between pafiners at a time when mutual comfort is most critically needed. Considering
the unexpected nature of perinatal death and the unpreparedness of parents to confront
and deal with death and its attendant rituals, social workers could advocate that parents
be routinely provided with counseling, education, information, options, intentional
followup and whatever time they need to make their important decisions. Social workers
could be available to perform those instrumental tasks surrounding the death of their
child that are cofixnonly assigned to fathers in our culture, so fathers who wish to could
1t
spend time being with their partners in those first few hours and days. Bereavement
programming could be re-envisioned to broaden grief assessment and intervention from a
limited framework informed by verbal and emotional expressiveness to include and
affirm instrumental grieving behaviors. This study suggests that bereavement support
groups sensitive to grieving behaviors to which men are socialized in North American
culture could provide the kind of support with which fathers might feel comfortable and
from which they could more readily benefit. Social workers could facilitate through
educational conferences and classroom teaching more open discussion on the topic of
perinatal death and its profoundly painful consequences to help diminish the power of the
cultural silence surrounding perinatal loss that can isolate those who live with the
experience. Social workers' efforts to make the voices of those who live with perinatal
loss become more audible in society could have a powerful positive impact on parents'
grieving processes. Perhaps that could be partly accomplished through future research in
search of further understanding of fathers' lived experiences of perinatal loss.
Implications for Further Research
Further research with bereaved fathers that included larger numbers of
participants and a broader diversity of cultural backgrounds could enrich and enlarge
even further the understanding of perinatal loss experiences for fathers. The experiences
of fathers whose losses occurred less than three years before the interview might also
further broaden the picture.
This study suggests that practice around the timing of delivery of a child who has
died in utero varies from institution to institution and from country to country, i.e.,
t2
Canada versus the United States. From the narratives of the participants in this study,
from my personal experience with parents bereaved by pennatal loss, and from the dearth
of information in the literature, there appears to be no medical or psychological research
to give clear guidance to professionals regarding the timing of delivery after perinatal
death and to answer parents' questions about waiting.
Summarv
This chapter examined the contributions of this study and made recommendations
for social work practice and policy. Suggestions were also given for further research
studies to enlarge our understanding of loss experiences and grieving processes.
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To be asked by the researcher
IRB 99-59-3
First o tion:
Tell me about your child's birth. What comes to mind for you?
Prompts:
Tell me more about that.
What stands out for you?
For instance?
Tell me more about what that was like.
What did it mean to you?
Can you clarify that?
Follow-up questions:
Tell me what it was like for you when you first knew that your baby was not going to live.
Was there ever a time when you remember feeling that you were going to be O.K.?




Hello, thank you for calling. My name is LeAnn Nelson. told
me that he/she has spoken with you and you have indicated that you are interested in possibly
participating in my research study.
What have you been told about it? Let me tell you more about this project. I am currently in
my final year of a Master of Social Work program at Augsburg College. As part of our program
requirements we students work on a thesis, or research paper, in an area of interest to us. I have
chosen the issue of grief and loss. I am specifically interested in learning more about the experiences
of fathers bereaved by perinatal loss. There is a growing body of literature that outlines stages and
steps that people go through in the process of grieving a loss. I would like, however, to find out what
the exoerience of losing your baby has meant for you, what stands out for you and what is was like for
you to have had this experience. I would then like to look at your story, along with the stories of two
other fathers bereaved by perinatal loss, for any corrunon meanings, experiences or themes.
This research process would entail a 90-minute in-person interview in which I would ask you
a few questions. I would like to audiotape the interviews for transcription purposes. These audiotapes
and transcripts would be destroyed when I am through with my thesis for confidentiality reasons. You
would also be asked to read through an interpretation of your interview for accuracy and possible
further insight.
Participation is completely voluntary. You will receive an honorarium of $20.00 whether or
not you complete the interview. The potential indirect benefits would be improved understanding by
the researcher and other social work practitioners about your experience and opportunity for you to
reflect on and share your experience of perinatal loss. Is this research something in which you would
be interested in being a part?




Father's Lived Experiences of Perinatal Loss: A Hermeneutic Study
You are int,ited to participate in a research study designed to look at the lived experiences of fathers bereaved by
perinatal loss. We ask that you read this form and ask any questiorts you may have before agreeing to be
involved tn this study. Participation is completely voluntary. This research study is being conducted by l*Ann
R. It{elson in partial fulfillment of the Master of Social Work thesis requirement at Augsburg College.
r#hat will happen during this study?
The study consists of one audiotaped interview that will last about 90 minutes. Interviews will be conducted by
a Master of Social Work student who is working on her thesis. You will be asked to relate stories about what it
has been like to experience bereavement by perinatal loss. Once I have written an interpretation, I will contact
you to review the findings. Changes may be made to the written interpretation to reflect your comments.
Are there any risks?
It is possible that through the discussion and recollection of your story, painful memories or thoughts could
occur. Richard Obershaw, LICSW, and director of the Burnsville Grief Counseling Center, will be available for
counseling at no charge at (612)861-4866.
Are there any benefits?
It is possible that you could experience an enhanced sense of well-being or sense of satisfaction as a result of
telling your story. Also, participants will receive a $20 honorarium after the study.
When and where will the interview be done?
The interview will be scheduled at a time and place that are convenient and comfortable for you. Interviews will
be done in private and in person.
Who will have access to the interview material?
The audiotaped interviews will be transcribed by the researcher and then destroyed. Any identifying information
from the interview, including your name, will be removed in the transcribed text. The text, which will be
identified with a numbered code only, will be read by the researcher's thesis advisor and a research team for
purposes of interpreting and analyzing during the thesis-writing process. All information is confidential and
every etfort will he made to protect your anonymity, although anonymity cannot be guaranteed due to the small
size of the study sample. No names or other identifiers will be used in the study. Raw data, including the
audiotapes, will be destroyed by December 31, 2000.
What if you change your mind?
You are free to withdraw from this study, retuse to answer any question, or refuse permission for the use of your
interview or transcript at any time. In any case, the $20 honorarium will be yours to keep. Your decision
whether or not to participate will not affect any current or future relationship with Augsburg College.
Before you sign this form, please ask any questions regarding aspects of the study that are unclear. I will
attempt to answer any questions that you may have prior to, during, and following the study.
AUTHORIZATION; 1, have read this consent form and have chosen to
participate in the research project described above. My signature indicates that I give my pennission for
information that I provide in the interview ta be used for a thesis research project. I wilt receive a copy of this
form for mst records.
Signature
Address Ci State_ Zip_
Phone(forpurposeofrecontactin8youtoverifyaCCuracyandprovidefeedback)
In addition: (I) I consent to be audiotaped.
(2) I consent to the use of direct quotntions.
T)ate
If you have any questions or concerns,
you may reach me at:
LeAnn R. I.{elson
Augsburg College, MSV/ student
Work phone: (515) 424-5759
Or, tf you need further infornmtion,
you may contact my thesis advisor:
Maria Dinis, Ph.D.
c/o Augsburg College




Augsburg Institutional Review Board Approval Letter
MEMO
December 1, 1999
TO: Ms. LeAnn Nelson
FROM: Dr. Lucie Ferrell, IRB Chair
RE: Your IRB Application
Thank you for your prompt response addressing IRB issues and concerns. Your study,
"Fathers' Lived Experiences of Perinatal Loss: A Hermeneutic Study," is approved, IRB
approval number 99-59-3. Please use this number on all official correspondence and
written materials relative to your study.
This should provide valuable insight for you and benefit the social work profession. We
wish you every success.
LF:lmn
C: Dr. Maria Dinis, Advisor
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